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Abstract
This paper presents findings from an eye tracker
experiment based on the guilty knowledge test (GKT)
paradigm. We conducted a two-group, posttest-only,
randomized initial experiment in which the guilty
group constructed an improvised explosive device
(IED) and then was screened by an embodied
conversational agent (ECA). Participants in the
control condition went straight to screening. During
the screening interview, participants were shown
three images. The second image was a modified
picture of an IED similar to the one constructed by
the guilty participants.
Eye gaze behavior was
dramatically different between the groups.
A
classification algorithm correctly classified 100% of
the participants as either part of the guilty or control
group.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
potential of using eye gaze behavior to discover
people with guilty knowledge. Recent research has
indicated that people involuntarily give away
indications of their familiarity with items through
psychophysiological cues that can be detected by a
variety of electronic sensors [1]. In this paper, we
discuss eye-tracking technology as a means to
determine if an individual has guilty knowledge of a
prohibited improvised explosive device (IED).
Specifically,
we
evaluated
eye-tracking
technology to determine its ability to detect guilt and
possible threats within an automated screening
paradigm. Moreover, we are investigating the
viability of this tool for environments with highvolume pedestrian traffic. Automating a portion of
the screening process in high traffic areas could aid
human agents by taking over low-skilled repetitive
tasks and tasks a human is not capable of performing
such as eye tracking. The effects would be increased
efficiency and added depth to the screening task.
The eye tracker may be able to support law
enforcement and security screeners by providing
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behavioral feedback from interviewees. In this study,
the eye tracker was embedded in a kiosk platform
that interviewed people in a rapid assessment
scenario and made initial assessments of a person’s
credibility, honesty, and intent. Avatar-like screeners
that are controlled by intelligent agent software
conduct the screening interviews. Our architecture is
related to well-known intelligent agent architectures,
with some key distinctions [2][3].
Like most
intelligent agent systems, the paradigm for embodiedavatar interactions with humans involves an agent
that perceives its environment through sensors,
influences its environment via effectors, and has
discrete goals. The purpose of this experiment was
to evaluate the eye tracker as a potential sensor for
use in automated, kiosk-based screening.
The remainder of the paper will proceed as
follows: (1) we discuss using the eye tracker to
conduct a Guilty Knowledge Test, (2) we explain the
eye tracking technology, (3) we discuss the
experimental methodology and (4), we review the
results and limitations of the experiment.

2. Guilty Knowledge Test
Recent research supports the claim that eye gaze
behavior can be used for memory assessment. For
example, participants’ eye movements when viewing
familiar images differ from their ocular responses to
unfamiliar images. These differences include less
frequent fixations in fewer regions and more
randomness in eye movement patterns. Althoff and
Cohen [5] found differences in people’s responses to
familiar versus novel faces. Because of these
findings, in this study we use eye tracker technology
to conduct a version of the Guilty Knowledge Test
(GKT) [6].
The GKT was developed to investigate situations
in which only a guilty person would possess a
particular piece of knowledge. A GKT is usually
performed by asking multiple-choice questions with
one correct answer and several plausible answers,
also known as foils. For example in a GKT, a murder

suspect miight be asked to
t read out loudd the names off
six possiible murder weapons. An
A
increasedd
physiological response in
i the examineee when he orr
she reads the name of the actual murder
m
weaponn
nowledge. A person who iss
should inddicate guilty kn
innocent should
s
exhibitt a consistent physiologicall
response to each posssible weapon since to thee
innocent person the real weapon
w
is just as plausible ass
any of the others in the list.
l
Studies haave shown thatt
the GKT can
c accurately
y identify thosee who possesss
incriminatiing informatiion while protecting
p
thee
innocent [44]. However, in its current form,
f
a GKT iss
ill suited to
t a rapid screeening environnment becausee
(1) it requiires a large number of questiions, and (2) itt
must be addministered by a trained profeessional.
In this study, we mod
deled an eye traacker test afterr
the GKT for
f use in rapid
d screening. Thhe goal of thiss
experimentt was to learn if
i eye behaviorr could be usedd
as an indiccator of guilty knowledge. Inn order to buildd
a GTK eyye behavior tesst, we createdd a scenario inn
which som
me participants constructed ann IED and thenn
viewed an altered image of the explosiive device. Ann
innocent participant
p
(who did not consstruct the IED))
should findd the altered im
mage unremarrkable and thatt
should be reflected in their gaze pattterns. On thee
other handd, guilty particiipants (who didd construct thee
IED) shouuld be aware that something had beenn
modified and
a therefore have
h
their gazee drawn to thee
altered areaa of the image.
H1: Thosee familiar with
h the IED wiill spend moree
time lookinng at the alterred region of the
t image thann
those unfam
miliar with thee IED.

3. Eye Tracking witth Near Infrrared

wo infrared ligght sources and an
The TM3 has tw
integgrated infrared camera. It coonnects via USB to a
Winddows computter and captuures the eye gaze
locattion (x, y coorddinates) at eachh instance at a rate
r of
approoximately 33-334 frames per second.
s

4. Bomb
B
Makin
ng Experiment
3.1 Sample
S
V
Volunteers
were solicited at a large southw
western
univeersity undergrraduate MIS classes.
c
Before the
test was
w conductedd, four student volunteers vallidated
the instructions and
a
processes. After we were
confiident in thee processes, we recruiteed 12
particcipants for thiss initial study.

3.2 Procedures
P
The experimental data were collected using a
straigghtforward protocol
p
thatt required some
particcipants to assemble
a
a realistic, butt not
operaational, improvvised explosivee device (IED)). The
experrimental desiggn is a two-ttreatment, bettweengroupp design. Thhe first treatment was the control
c
groupp and participaants in this grooup were in thee nonbombb-making conndition and thherefore comppletely
unfam
miliar with thhe IED. In the second group,
g
particcipants becam
me familiar withh a simulated bomb
and bomb
b
making materials andd actually asseembled
the device.
d
The treeatments weree randomly asssigned
and the
t experimentt participants in
i the bomb-m
making
conddition received the bomb-makking materials and a
typedd page with thee assembled boomb image at the
t top
(show
wn in figure 2). The innstructions weere as
follow
ws:

Our tesst design is baased on orientiing theory andd
predicts that measurable physiology acccompanies andd
orienting reflex to faamiliar stimulus [9]. Thee
orienting reflex
r
was orriginally studiied by Pavlovv
during hiss classical conditioning expperiments [7].
This reflexx orients atten
ntion to novel and familiarr
stimuli andd is considered
d adaptive to thhe environmentt
[8]. In order to capturee the eye behavvior responses,
we used thhe EyeTech TM3
T
(see figurre 1) mountedd
directly below a 19” com
mputer monitor..

Figurre 2 – Completeed IED

Figure 1 – EyeTech TM
M3

“Youu will construcct the IED picttured above wiith the
mateerials providedd to you. Follow
w the steps below in
exactt order to repliicate the IED shown
s
above.
Mateerials list:

•
•
•
•
•

Pipe
Timer
Battery
Switch
Zip ties

1.

Orient the switch so the “1” is on the bottom.
Firmly attach the switch to the left hand side
of the pipe with two zip ties. Make sure the
back of the switch is pressed against the white
piece of Velcro already attached to the pipe.
Make sure you don’t break the switch module
by tightening the zip ties too tight.

2.

Attach the 9V battery to the 9V battery
connector coming from the switch module.

3.

Attach the Velcro on the 9V battery to the pipe
above the switch module as shown in the
picture. Make sure the connections on the
battery are facing to the left (outward).

4.

Orient the timer so the 4 digital numbers are
at the bottom. Attach the timer to the pipe by
placing the white Velcro on the back of the
timer onto the black Velcro on the metal pipe.
Position the right edge of the timer flush with
the inside edge of the pipe cap.

5.

Clip the red alligator clip coming out of the
end of the pipe to the red wire coming out of
the timer as shown above. Do the same with
the black clip.

6.

Clip the red alligator clip coming from the
switch to the red wire coming from the left side
of the timer as shown in the picture above. Do
the same with the black alligator clip.

7.
Participants took approximately 5-7 minutes to
assemble the device.
After the “bomb” was
completed, the participants went to an automated
screening station. Those in the control group did not
construct an IED and went directly to the screening
station to begin the automated interview. At the
station, experiment personnel used a brief calibration
program to calibrate the eye-tracking device to the
participants’ eyes.
The automated agent communicated the following
messages:
1. Please state your full name.
2. Are you a citizen of the United States?
3. Where are you travelling from?
4. What was your business there?

5.
6.

Do you have anything to declare?
Please carefully examine the following
images. < The following images (figures 3,
4, and 5) were then displayed for 12 seconds
each. >

Figure 3 – First Image Shown to Participants

Figure 4 – Second Image Shown to Participants

Figure 5 – Third Image Shown to Participants

7.
8.

Haave you ever seen
s
a device similar to thiss
image? < Figure 4 is repeated >
Pleease see the officer
o
at the next availablee
staation. Thank yo
ou for your coooperation.

The participants were th
hen debriefed, dismissed andd
the bomb was disassem
mbled. The first
f
and thirdd
images weere used as bassic foils and to allow for taskk
acclimationn. The key im
mage of intereest is figure 4.
Please notee the differences in figures 2 and 4. Figuree
2 shows the
t IED that the participannts assembled.
Figure 4 is the same device, but thhe button, thee
battery, annd the connectiing leads have been removedd
to make this image novel
n
to parrticipants whoo
assembled the device.

4. Analyysis
As menntioned earlier, the images were
w
shown forr
12 secondds each and the
t
participants’ eyes weree
sampled att a rate of everry ~30ms (33-334 samples perr
second). For each sam
mple, we captuured the (x, y))
gaze locatiion on the screeen (in pixels)) for both eyess
and this four-tuple is denoted as sn below. Wee
captured the total num
mber of sam
mples for thee
participantt denoted by set
s P. Based on the image,
screen sizee and resolutiion, we determ
mined that thee
region of interest was any
a pixel on the
t x-axis lesss
than 650 (the
(
region wh
here the switchh was located).
For every sample (sn), we
w calculated the average x
coordinate using the gazze position of each eye (xan)
and then determined
d
if itt was in the reggion of interestt
denoted byy the set I.
sn = (xn-left-eye, xn-right-eye, yn-left-eye, yn-right-eeye)
P = {s1, s2, … ,sn}
xan = (xn-lefft-eye + xn-right-eyee) / 2
sn ∈ I iff xan
a < 650
c
the percentage
p
of the samples inn
We then calculated
region of innterest using th
he formula beloow:

I
P

5. Resultts
Of the 12 participants in the experiiment, only 111
were usablle. The eye tracker
t
was unnable to detectt
and track the
t 12th particip
pant’s eyes. During
D
the postt
interview, the participant said that she suffered from
m
lazy eye and
a this may explain why the
t technologyy
failed. Ussing the metricc created abovee, we created a
box plot thhat compares th
he two groups (see
(
figure 7).

Figure 7 – Box Plot of Results
A
According
to thhe plot, there is a marked diffe
ference
in eye
e
gaze behavior betweenn the two groups.
g
Anallysis shows thaat Mcontrol = 13.00%,
1
SDconntrol =
6.06%
%, while Mboomb = 29.81%
%, and SDboomb =
3.72%
%. A Welch two-sample T-test
T
shows thhat the
hypoothesis was strrongly supportted T = -6.64, df =
8.4033, p < .001.
The particippants in the bombb
makiing condition gazed much more at the altered
a
portion of the imaage. Based, on
o inspection of the
data, we createdd a classification cut linne to
discrriminate betweeen the two grooups at 24%. Those
who had more thhan 24% of thheir samples in the
regioon of interest were classified as in the bomb
groupp, while those with 24% andd less were classsified
in thhe control grooup.
Usingg this line, thhe eye
behavvior based GTK
G
yielded 100% accuraacy in
discrriminating betw
ween those that had built the bomb
and those
t
that had not.
n

Bomb
Conttrol

Bomb
B
Control
5
0
0
6
Table 1 – Classificatioon Results

We also
a explored using
u
the contrrol group as a way
w to
perfoorm classificattion. Using a cut line of 199.06%
(the control
c
group mean
m
+ one staandard deviatioon) we
achieeved accuraccy of 91% with only one
misclassified particcipant (a falsee positive). Using
U
a
cut line
l
of 25.12%
% (the control group mean + two
standdard deviations) we achieveed accuracy off 91%
with only one misclassified
m
p
participant
(a false
negattive).

5. Discussion and Future Directions
While preliminary, the results are very promising
for a GKT test. We demonstrated with 100%
accuracy the ability to discriminate between those
who had constructed and were familiar with the IED
from those who were unfamiliar with the device. To
further validate our findings we will continue to
recruit participants to increase the sample size.
Because of the encouraging results of this study, in
the future this technology will be field tested at
U.S./Mexican border crossings with where hightraffic pedestrian screenings are the norm.
In addition, this test protocol will be applied to
images of places and people’s faces. For example, in
a digitally altered photo of a crime scene, a criminal
may focus on the area of the image where an object
should have been. In a photograph of a face with a
digitally removed a mole or scar, a person familiar
with that face may focus on the altered area longer
than a person who is unfamiliar with that face. These
types of test could help agents and investigators
determine what knowledge an individual has about a
person, or place.

6. Limitations
Despite the small sample size, there are several
limitations to this research. First, there should be an
examination of the temporal aspect of the effect.
This involves two main analyses:
• How long does a person need to examine the
image in order to determine familiarity with the
image?
• Does the guilty knowledge effect last over time?
In our experiment, the participants went to screening
immediately after assembling the bomb. We need to
understand if the effect lasts after an hour, a day, or a
week. Second, in this experiment, we used a nearly
exact image of the IED. The phenomenon needs to
be examined with images that are close or related, but
not identical. In this study, all of the participants
were cooperative during the eye calibration process.
This process needs to be automated before the system
can be used in the field. We also need to consider
methods for detecting and/or counteracting possible
countermeasures for fooling the system. Because of
the small sample size of this study, we were unable to
determine any effects due to impaired vision, gender,
age, or cultural effects. Some final concerns with this
technology include the possibility that people may be
less able to discriminate known versus novel stimuli

when these objects originate from their non-native
culture. Additionally, it is unknown how well
matched test items must be to target items for the
appropriate response to register.

7. Conclusion
It is believed that the results from this experiment
will provide a method for border security agents to
rapidly identify individuals who may have
information relating to dangerous or illegal materials
Its use in rapid screening would require much greater
control over conditions for interviewee responding
than was achieved here in the semi-structured phase
of the interview.
In sum, eye tracking as a GTK is a promising
technology with some limitations. It deserves further
study and scientific examination in a rapid credibility
assessment environment.
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